ARIZONA-SONORA DESERT MUSEUM
PLANT CARE INFORMATION

Desert Sage
Salvia dorii
DESCRIPTION: The combination of silver foliage and round clusters of blue-purple flowers
make Desert Sage a lovely little ornamental. Desert sage is adapted to a wide range of
temperatures, growing from 2000 to 7000 foot elevations in Nevada, Arizona, and California.
This aromatic shrub is evergreen, with small, silver leaves growing along stiff branches. Desert
sage only grows to about 2 feet tall by 2 feet wide, and fits into most landscape situations. A
close look at these low bushes rewards the viewer with lovely, unusually shaped flowers ringed
around the stems in tiers. The purple blossoms stand out against the leaves, but are not noticeable
from the distance. Blooming occurs in the late winter and spring. Woody base with long. A
superior plant and a good nectar plant for hummingbirds, butterflies, and other insects.
(over)
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RECOMMENDED USE: Great for its form and foliage color, in a border or enhanced desert
landscape or xeriscape, and to attract wildlife.
CULTURE:
Hardiness: It is hardy to 10°F, yet handles the heat in low deserts better than most
salvias.
Sun tolerance: Plant Desert Sage in full sun
Watering and feeding: Low water use once established. No fertilizing is needed.
Soil requirements: Well drained soil is best.
Pruning: None necessary.
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